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From early in the career of acclaimed international bestselling author Campbell Armstrong comes a dark, menacing, Kafkaesque thriller Berg comes to the village to begin a new job and a new
life far from the oppression of his mother. From the start, he feels ill at ease. His landlady is a widow whose husband died after eating poisoned mushrooms, and who cooks the foulest stew he
has ever tasted. Her daughter, Monika, is a flirt who seems intent on undermining Berg’s fragile confidence. His job is a mystery of paper-pushing and classified documents, none of which he
is allowed to understand. As the days go by, he feels a growing sense of dread. The town is closing in for the kill. While Berg is sleeping, Monika is raped and left near death on the first floor of
her house. She accuses Berg of the crime, drawing him into a labyrinth of bureaucratic justice from which insanity may be the only escape.
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This Punctuality Journal is a perfect bound journal with a glossy finish. This journal has 120 journaling ruled pages to write in. You can even date each page on the top. It makes
a perfect gift for children who journal at home or at school. This journal is designed to help children reflect on their time skills. It helps them to remind them to exercise being on
time with their social environment. Writing down their goals & achievements related to punctuality that they want to achieve as they experience life into a journal is the first step of
increasing a child's intelligence with time. A punctuality journal will help a child to manifest the habit of exercising being on time from a very young age because a mind that
respects time begins within each of us at a very young age. If your kid learns from the beginning how to apply proper timing skills, your kid will ultimately become successful with
everything he or she is doing because life is full of challenges that involve time. Every small act of punctuality begins with the right attitude and hence a kid that masters his or her
time intelligence will ultimately achieve success in all kinds of situations that are thrown at him or her. Intelligence and skill with punctuality is reciprocal. If your kid is exercising
both punctuality mindset and punctuality skills which is the application part of it through the use of a daily journal, your kid will form a personality that you can be proud of as a
parent. This journal will help him or her act with a mind that is set for the perception of punctuality and it will help get your kid into the habit of acting based on setting his or her
mind towards goals based on punctuality. Based on his or her journaling your kid will learn that no matter how small an act of punctuality is, it is never ever wasted. Help your kid
start his or her day with a mindset of punctuality by letting him or her journal about his or her daily goals and ways how to achieve them. Getting into the habit of writing about a
weekly mindset challenge involving punctuality and being on time will help her or him improve the quality of life filled with lots of happy and satisfied moments. Writing it down first
will help him or her get encouraged and be able to set his or her mind in a way that involves punctuality and be thoughtful about things and situations, learn the art of focus, task
setting, and staying open to resolving challenges based on punctuality. You can also use it as a journal for your kids to educate them on how to use the process of writing in order
to find a love for journaling using the subject of punctuality. You'll help your child to never forget a highlight of his or her mindset about punctuality again by using this beautiful
journal and starting a daily journaling habit no matter what activity your kid is going to apply it to. All that matters is that you are going to develop a skill within your kid that will
help him or her out throughout a lifetime and during good and bad times. Journaling and especially journaling about punctuality is going to help your kid become a better person
in general and through the process of self-discovery which will help him or her identify good and bad personality traits that come with punctuality and turn the good ones into even
better ones. Help your kid become a more punctual kid tomorrow & get inspire your child with this journal today... FEATURES: Premium Glossy Finish Soft Cover Printed on
Bright White Paper 6" x 9" Inches 120 Lined Pages
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